MARCH 3, 2022
Exploring Antarctica and the Southern Ocean
Next week, March 9 at 7:30 p.m. EDT, learn how changes happening in this harsh and distant place matter to us all. Claim your spot!

The IPCC’s words matter—and so does the ocean
WHOI Director Peter de Menocal and Scripps Director Margaret Leinen weigh in on the latest climate report

The chemistry of a disaster
WHOI scientists talk about the chemistry behind the M/V X-Press Pearl disaster in Sri Lanka

Meet the Sentry Team: Amanda Sutherland
A mechanical engineer discusses her work on WHOI’s autonomous underwater vehicle Sentry

How do corals form colonies?
From one, come many! A coral reef is built from a network of thousands of tiny animals called coral polyps

CAPE NEWS
Interactive Maps Intended To Prompt Feedback On Climate Resiliency In Woods Hole

INSIDE CLIMATE NEWS
Warming Trends: Extracting Data From Pictures, Paying Attention to the ‘Twilight Zone,’ and Making Climate Change Movies With Edge

LIVING ON EARTH
A plastic treaty

SYFY
How about 10% of the oil from Deepwater Horizon oil spill was eaten by the sun

Where are WHOI Ships Now?
START TRACKING →

Follow us #WHOI